
Sub Editor Rebecca 
Hastings explains 
why she’s a firm  
fan of H&M
Why do I love it? 
As a self-confessed 
homeware obsessive 
and high street native, 
shopping in H&M’s 
homeware department 
is something of a 
spiritual experience  
for me. Having just 
moved into a new flat, 
I’ve been spending  
a little too much time  
in its Oxford Street 
branch – everything  
in there looks like it’s 
jumped straight off  
of a Pinterest board.
What is it best for? 
Bedlinen, curtains  
and rugs – H&M has  
a swoon-worthy library 
of textiles to suit  
all colour palettes,  
from dusky greys and 
pastel pinks through  
to mustard yellows  
and botanical greens. 
My top picks: The 
slub-weave cushion 
cover (£6.99), with its 
eye-catching fish 
design, large smokey-
grey glass vase (£19.99), 
wooden box (£17.99), 
and pale green and 
brass tealight holder 
(£2.99; hm.com).

COCKTAIL HOUR
Now you can pick up stylish accoutrements for your home bar along  
with your grocery shop. Our standout pieces from the supermarket offerings  
include Tesco’s gold or copper Moscow mule mugs (right, £5 each;  
tesco.com), and a classic cocktail shaker and set in stainless steel from 
George Home (above right, £14; asda.com). Meanwhile, Sainsbury’s 
has released the ‘Renaissance Boutique’ collection (right, decanter, 
£15; tumblers, £5 each; sainsburys.co.uk). The perfect storage 
solution? Marks & Spencer’s inky-black, Art Deco-inspired ‘Webster’ 
cabinet (above left, £599; marksandspencer.com).
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THE INSIDER PICK Oliver Tress, founder  
and managing director of Oliver Bonas  

With three small children and a busy diary, my home has  
to work for all of us. I’m not a fan of matchy-matchy design,  
and am relaxed around the informality of a mix of texture,  
style and colour. Here, the side table and stripy lampshade  
add elements of surprise and fun, which work well in 
contrast with the relative sobriety of the ‘1958’ sofa. 
Side table, £250; lampshade, £55; ‘1958’ two-seater sofa, £895 (oliverbonas.com)

FOUR OF THE BEST 
FLOOR LAMPS

Lighting that makes a big 
statement, without the price tag
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1 The white marble and gold ‘Luna’ lamp by Jasper Conran 
has a built-in shelf. £180, Debenhams (debenhams.com).
2 Brass and marble are always elegant, as this ‘Kuriko’ lamp 
by Aaron Probyn proves. £250, Habitat (habitat.co.uk).
 3 The ‘Hammered Copper’ tripod floor lamp with its large 
copper lampshade is a glamorous take on the industrial 
look. £375, French Connection (frenchconnection.com).
4 With a spun black metal shade and a burnished brass 
stem, the ‘Black & Brass Club’ floor lamp is effortlessly  
chic. £550, Cox & Cox (coxandcox.co.uk).
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